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Abstract 

In present study, we developed a series of methods to calculate between-image correlations and similarities. 

Between-image Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation and similarity index can be achieved and various 

statistic tests for between-image difference, including signed test of matched samples for between-image 

difference, Wilcoxon signed rank test for zero median of between-image difference, and t-test for 

between-image difference, can be made by using these methods. Full Matlab codes were given. 
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1 Introduction 

Image analysis is one of the core contents in plant and medical studies and applications. There are many 

methods for image analysis, e.g., image denoising, image adjustment, edge detection, etc. However, we are 

short of methods for between-image comparion and alignment. In this study, we will present some methods to 

calculate between-image correlations and similarities. Between-image Pearson correlation, Spearman 

correlation and similarity index can be achieved and various statistic tests for between-image difference can be 

made by using these methods. Full Matlab codes will be given. 

 

2 Materials and Methods 

Suppose we compare two gray images, represented by two matrices A=(aij) and B=(bij), i=1, 2, ..., m; j=1, 2, ..., 

n, where m and n are the number of pixels along y-axis and x-axis, 0aij1 and 0bij1 are the standardized 

gray values at pixel (i, j) of two images respectively. First, two images are transformed to gray images. Resize 

the two images to the same dimension of mn, where m and n are the means of dimensions of two images 

respectively. The gray values of images are standardized as values in [0,1].   
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2.1 Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation between two images 

Matrices A and B are transformed to vectors A1 and B1 respectively, i.e., (A1, B1)={(ai, bi) | i=1, 2, ..., p} 

(Zhang, 2018b). By using Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation (Zhang, 2012, 2015, 2018a-b; Zhang 

and Li, 2015), we can achieve the test results for between-image correlation. A greater Pearson correlation and 

Spearman correlation means the higher similarity in image structure between two images.  

Full Matlab codes for Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation between two images are as follows 

(Zhang, 2012, 2015, 2018a-b): 

 

sig=input('Input significance level(e.g., 0.01): '); 

RGB1=imread('geneExpression.png'); RGB2=imread('soluableProteins.png'); 

Gray1=rgb2gray(RGB1); Gray2=rgb2gray(RGB2); 

m=round((size(Gray1,1)+size(Gray2,1))/2); n=round((size(Gray1,2)+size(Gray2,2))/2); 

I=imresize(Gray1,[m n]); J=imresize(Gray2,[m n]);  

A=im2double(I); B=im2double(J); 

A1=reshape(A, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix A to vector A1 

B1=reshape(B, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix B to vector B1 

r=corr(A1,B1); 

rsp=spearman(A1,B1); 

fprintf(['Pearson correlation r=' num2str(r) '\n']); 

fprintf(['Spearman correlation r=' num2str(rsp) '\n']); 

tvalue=abs(r)/sqrt((1-r^2)/(m*n-2)); 

tspvalue=abs(rsp)/sqrt((1-rsp^2)/(m*n-2)); 

p=(1-tcdf(tvalue,m*n-2))*2; 

psp=(1-tcdf(tspvalue,m*n-2))*2; 

sigma=p<sig; 

sigmasp=psp<sig; 

if (sigma==1) fprintf(['Pearson correlation is statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']); end 

if (sigma==0) fprintf(['Pearson correlation is not statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']); end 

if (sigmasp==1) fprintf(['Spearman correlation is statistically significant (p=' num2str(psp) ')\n']); end 

if (sigmasp==0) fprintf(['Spearman correlation is not statistically significant (p=' num2str(psp) ')\n']); end 

 

function spearm =spearman(x,y)        %x and y: two column vectors to be tested. 

if (max(size(x))~=max(size(y)))                                           

error('Array sizes do not match.');                           

end 

if ((min(size(x))~=1) | (min(size(y))~=1)) 

error('Both x and y are vectors'); 

end 

n=max(size(x)); 

for i=1:n  

rx(i)=0;ry(i)=0;xx(i)=0;yy(i)=0; 

end 

for j=1:n  

nx=1;ny=1; 

for i=1:n 
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if (x(i)<x(j)) nx=nx+1; end 

if (y(i)<y(j)) ny=ny+1; end 

end 

rx(j)=nx; 

ry(j)=ny;  

end  

for j=1:n   

if (rx(j)==(n+1)) continue; end 

nx=rx(j); 

ntie=-1; 

for i=1:n   

if (rx(i)~=nx) continue; end 

ntie=ntie+1; 

xx(i)=rx(i); 

rx(i)=0;  

end 

for i=1:n   

if (rx(i)~=0) continue; end 

xx(i)=xx(i)+(ntie*0.5); 

rx(i)=n+1;  

end 

end 

for j=1:n  

if (ry(j)==(n+1)) continue; end 

ny=ry(j); 

ntie=-1; 

for i=1:n   

if (ry(i)~=ny) continue; end 

ntie=ntie+1; 

yy(i)=ry(i); 

ry(i)=0;  

end 

for i=1:n   

if (ry(i)~=0) continue; end 

yy(i)=yy(i)+ntie*0.5; 

ry(i)=n+1;  

end  

end 

rs=0; 

rs=sum((xx-yy).^2); 

spearm=1-((6*rs)/(n*(n^2-1)));  

 

2.2 Statistic test for between-image difference 

Before statistic test for between-image difference, matrices A and B are transformed to vectors A1 and B1 
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respectively, i.e., (A1, B1)={(ai, bi) | i=1, 2, ..., p} (Zhang, 2018b). A statistically significant difference between 

two images means the remarkable difference in structure and / or grayscale of two images. 

2.2.1 Signed test of matched samples for between-image difference 

We assume the difference between the matched samples in the vectors A1 and B1 comes from a distribution 

whose median is zero. The differences A1-B1 are assumed to come from an arbitrary continuous distribution.  

Full Matlab codes are as follows: 

 

alpha=input('Input significance level (e.g., 0.01): '); 

RGB1=imread('geneExpression.png'); RGB2=imread('soluableProteins.png'); 

Gray1=rgb2gray(RGB1); Gray2=rgb2gray(RGB2); 

m=round((size(Gray1,1)+size(Gray2,1))/2); n=round((size(Gray1,2)+size(Gray2,2))/2); 

I=imresize(Gray1,[m n]); J=imresize(Gray2,[m n]);  

A=im2double(I); B=im2double(J); 

A1=reshape(A, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix A to vector A1 

B1=reshape(B, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix B to vector B1 

p=signtest(A1,B1,'alpha',alpha); 

if (p<=alpha) fprintf(['Difference is statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']);  

else fprintf(['Difference is not statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']); end 

 

2.2.2 Wilcoxon signed rank test for zero median of between-image difference 

We assume the difference between the matched samples in the vectors A1 and B1 comes from a distribution 

whose median is zero. The differences A1-B1 are assumed to come from a continuous distribution, symmetric 

about its median. Full Matlab codes are as follows: 

 

alpha=input('Input significance level (e.g., 0.01): '); 

RGB1=imread('geneExpression.png'); RGB2=imread('soluableProteins.png'); 

Gray1=rgb2gray(RGB1); Gray2=rgb2gray(RGB2); 

m=round((size(Gray1,1)+size(Gray2,1))/2); n=round((size(Gray1,2)+size(Gray2,2))/2); 

I=imresize(Gray1,[m n]); J=imresize(Gray2,[m n]);  

A=im2double(I); B=im2double(J); 

A1=reshape(A, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix A to vector A1 

B1=reshape(B, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix B to vector B1 

p=signrank(A1,B1,'alpha',alpha); 

if (p<=alpha) fprintf(['Difference is statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']);  

else fprintf(['Difference is not statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']); end 

 

2.2.3 t-test for between-image difference 

Assume the difference A1-B1 between two vectors A1 and B1 follows the normal distribution. If there is not 

statistic difference between images A and B, the mean of A1-B1 should be zero. The t-test can be used to test the 

statistic difference (Zhang, 2018). Full Matlab codes are as follows: 

 

alpha=input('Input significance level (e.g., 0.01): '); 

RGB1=imread('geneExpression.png'); RGB2=imread('soluableProteins.png'); 

Gray1=rgb2gray(RGB1); Gray2=rgb2gray(RGB2); 

m=round((size(Gray1,1)+size(Gray2,1))/2); n=round((size(Gray1,2)+size(Gray2,2))/2); 
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I=imresize(Gray1,[m n]); J=imresize(Gray2,[m n]);  

A=im2double(I); B=im2double(J); 

A1=reshape(A, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix A to vector A1 

B1=reshape(B, m*n, 1);  %Transform matrix B to vector B1 

[h,p,ci,stats]=ttest(A1-B1,0,alpha,0); 

if (h==1) fprintf(['Difference is statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']);  

else fprintf(['Difference is not statistically significant (p=' num2str(p) ')\n']); end 

 

2.3 Similarity index 

Similarity index is defined as 

 

    S=1-|aij-bij|/(mn) 

 

where 1S1. A greater S means the greater similarity in structure and / or grayscale between two images.  

Full Matlab codes are as follows: 

 

RGB1=imread('geneExpression.png'); RGB2=imread('soluableProteins.png'); 

Gray1=rgb2gray(RGB1); Gray2=rgb2gray(RGB2); 

m=round((size(Gray1,1)+size(Gray2,1))/2); n=round((size(Gray1,2)+size(Gray2,2))/2); 

I=imresize(Gray1,[m n]); J=imresize(Gray2,[m n]);  

A=im2double(I); B=im2double(J); 

S=1-sum(sum(abs(A-B)))/(m*n); 

fprintf(['Similarity index S=' num2str(S) '\n']);  

 

The executable GUI software (see supplementary material), imageAlignment, of the methods above is 

partly indicated in Fig. 1. 

 

    

 

Fig. 1 The executable GUI software of the methods. 
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Spearman correlation r=0.091218. Pearson correlation is statistically significant (p=0) 

(2) Same images 

Between geneExpression.png and geneExpression.png: 

Pearson correlation r=1. Pearson correlation is not statistically significant. 

Spearman correlation r=1. Pearson correlation is not statistically significant. 

 

3.2 Statistic test for between-image difference 

(1) Two different images 

Between geneExpression.png and soluableProteins.png: 

Signed test: difference is statistically significant (p=3.0235e-245). 

Wilcoxon signed rank test for zero median: difference is statistically significant (p=1.9459e-194). 

t-test: difference is statistically significant (p=6.6672e-201). 

(2) Same images 

Between geneExpression.png and geneExpression.png: 

Signed test: difference is not statistically significant (p=1). 

Wilcoxon signed rank test for zero median: difference is not statistically significant (p=1). 

t-test: difference is not statistically significant (p=NaN). 

 

3.3 Similarity index 

(1) Two different images 

Between geneExpression.png and soluableProteins.png: Similarity index S=0.84117. 

(1) Same images 

Between geneExpression.png and geneExpression.png: Similarity index S=1. 
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